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rilHE Lau language is spoken by the inhabitants of the '' artificial

islands " in the lagoon off the north-east coast of Big Mala,

Solomon Islands, and by the people who live on the natural island

Ngwalulu (Manoba, of the Admiralty charts) which closes the northern

entrance to the lagoon. The southern end of the lagoon is known
as Ataa Cove, and the language of the islanders in that part of the

lagoon has a closer affinity to the languages of the hill peoples of the

mainland than has Lau proper. In Port Adam, Little Mala, there

are two villages whose people also talk Lau. they being immigrants

from Ataa Cove. The hill languages of the north end of Big Mala

use certain sounds which do not appear in Lau. These sounds are

ngg, i.e. ng in English '' finger ", nd instead of pure d, mb instead

of pure b. Also the Lau h appears as s or th.

The accent in Lau, where noticeable, is on the first syllable, and
the voice is raised at the end of the sentence with a stressing of the

penultimate syllable.

This present grammar is a recension of the Lau Grammar published

for me by the Carnegie Institution of Washington, 192L In 1927

I spent five months among the Lau people, studying their anthro-

pology and collecting material for a vocabulary of the language.

In addition, the existing translation of the Four Gospels was revised

at the same time, and the rest of the New Testament was translated.

With this new material to go on, a fuller and more accurate

grammar of the language has been prepared.

Alphabet

The vowels are a, e, i, o, u, with the Italian sounds. All of these

vowels may be long or short, the long sound being represented by a

doubling of the vowel. Closed syllables do not occur, and every

word ends with a vowel. There is an interchange between a and o

in certain words,' e.g. finou, finau, fish-hook, bou, bau, banana ; and
also between i and u, e.g. dilcwe, dukwe, to be broken up ; and between

and u, e.g. tooni, tuuni, a thousand.

The '' Umlaut " (i.e. the change of a to e in certain words after a

preceding i or u, and with i and u also following) occurs in some words
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in Lau, e.g. du, bamboo, but its use is not strictly observed, and

there are instances of its use in an arbitrary fashion, e.g. manateini,

to know, for manataini. The instances in which it occurs are shown

by the use of the letter a.

The diphthongs are ae, ai, ao, au, ei, ou, as in Jiae, mat, rao, ran,

mei, fou, which are pronounced respectively as in the English words

eye, I, hour, how, hey, oh.

The consonants are /, h, g ; d, t ; b ; q (kw), gw ; I, r ; h, s ; m,

ngw ; n, ng.

The Lau / replaces an h in Sa'a : fera, island, village, Sa'a hera,

courtyard. In the speech of Sulu Vou island, which is the one presented

here, / in many words tends to become v.

Both k and g are hard. The " Melanesian g " is not heard ; it

has been dropped in certain words, and its loss is marked by a " break
"

in the pronunciation of some of the words, but not in all of them.

This " break " in the sound is represented by the sign '
: 'ai tree

;

Florida gai. In certain other words " the Melanesian g " is replaced

in Lau by k or by hard g : take, to stand, Mota sage, Sa'a ta'e ; Mota

igamam, we (exclusive), Lau igami,

, Other consonants which are dropped in Lau are k, I, n, s, t, w,

but their loss is not always denoted by the presence of a " break
"

in the pronunciation. In some cases the loss of an initial ^ or of " the

Melanesian ^^
" is shown by the doubling of the initial vowel, e.g.

dalamai, to answer,which appears as talanmi in one of the hill languages

of the neighbourhood ; ii'a, fish, for Mota iga. Even where the ''break"

does occur in Lau there is not such a pronounced emphasis laid upon

it as there is in the kindred language of Sa'a, Little Mala ; and one

has to listen carefully in order to catch the sound of it. A i in Lau

may replace an h in Sa'a : luka, to loose, Sa'a luhe. There is no preface

of n in the sound of d, or of m in the sound of b. The only use of w in

Lau is in the sounds kw, i.e. q, gw, and ngw. Where w occurs in Sa'a its

place is supplied in Lau by kw : kwalu, eight, Sa'a walu, or it is dropped,

Sa'a uwo, hill, Lau uo. The sound gw in Lau may represent fw in Sa'a :

gwau, gwou, head, Sa'a pwdu ; or w in Mota : gwou, deserted, Mota

wou. The sound of d in Lau is much the same as that of d in English.

That the soundngw in Lau is a nasalized m is shown by comparing the

instances where it occurs with the similar words in Sa'a, where the

sound is there represented by mw. In printing for native use ngw

is represented by m, and ng hy n.

There is a slight interchange between n and I, mma and lima,
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five, but it is probably due to the influence of the hill languages,

and is not really characteristic of Lau. Both I and r are used, and the

sounds are distinct ; the I sound is trilled, and there is a pronounced

rolling of the r. The h in Lau represents an s in Sa'a, a th in some of

the hill languages of north Mala, an r in others.

Articles

(a) Demonstrative

:

—
Singular : na, si ; taa, te, ata ; he, kwe, gwe, fe ; maa, mae.

Plural : gi ; ote, ngwai ; gera.

(b) Personal : a, ni.

Na denotes " the ", and is used with nouns both in the singular

and in the plural : na noni, the body ; na ote haasimiu, your brothers

na boso gi, the pigs ; it is used with numerals : nafaife doo, the four

na ahwala ro ngwane, the twelve men ; it forms a plural with gi

following the noun : na ngwane gi, the men. Na may be used with

nouns when a particular thing is spoken of, and attention is directed

to an object ; it is also used with the interrogative tau : na taa,

what ? It coalesces with the conjunction ma, and.

Si is less definite and particular in meaning than na, and also it

denotes " a, a part, a piece, any "
: si fou, a stone ; si kada, a time,

the time when ; si lifu, the thing which. It may be preceded by na :

na si au, a bamboo splinter ; it may be followed by gi : si doo gi,

the things.

Taa is the numeral '' one "
; as an article it denotes " a, another,

a certain one "
: teefafo taafou, bump on a rock ; taa si doo, a certain

thing ; taa halii 'aha, one hand, the other hand ; taa ngwane, taa

ngwane, odd men here and there ; taa fe uo, every hill ; taafuli 'ae,

a shell-money ; ni demonstrative, may be added ; taani ngwane,

some men.

Te is also a form of the numeral '' one "
; as an article it denotes

" a, any, the same, a certain one "
; ni, demonstrative, may be

added : teni ngwane, certain people ; tesi kada, by and by. Ata is a

metathetic form of taxi, one, and denotes '' another, a different one "
:

lea ata fera, to go to another island.

Ke denotes " a little, a piece "
; it is followed by si or fe, or is

preceded by te : ro Jcesi kuru i doo, two little bits of things ; kesi ere,

some firebrands ; kesi kwaena gi, certain pieces of forest land ; teke

si doo, only one thing.
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Kwe denotes *' a "
: hwe afe, a married woman ; hwe ii'a, a fish

;

na may precede : na kwe ii'a gi, the fishes
; gwe is a variant of kwe :

gwe ii'a, a fish ; te gwe kwesu, a torch.

Fe is used of things spherical in shape, and corresponds to hoi of

Sa'a and to wo of Mota : fe ^ota, an areca nut
; fe bubulu, a star ; it

has a general use also : fe agah, an act of intercession, an incantation ;

nafe uo, a hill ; it is used as a multiplicative : rofe doo, twice. Maa
is the same word as maa, eye, and denotes " one, a unit "

: maafera,

a village ; Tnae is a contraction of maa and e, genitive : mmfera,

a village ; mae finau, a fish-hook.

Gi denotes plurality and follows the noun : na ngwane gi, the men
;

it may be separated from the noun : ngwane nagi, those men ; si doo

a aarai gi, the chief's things ; doo gera gi, their things
;

gi is used

following allthe forms ofthe personal pronoun except those ending in lu.

Ote is used of the plural of persons ; it precedes the noim ; ote

ngwane ^as, you men (Vocative) ; ote ngwane gi, the men ; na oi te

may precede : na ote geni, the women ; te ote tero, a company of lame

people. It need not be followed by gi,

Ngwai is a prefix marking reciprocity of relationship : ngwai

doorana, brethren ; ngwai mualana, father and son.

A is used as a personal article with the names of males only,

both native and foreign : a Leo ; a Peter. It is used also with doo,

thing : a doo. So-and-so ; a doo rm, the person (male) ; si baea, a word

;

a si baea. The Personal Word.

Ni is used as a personal article with the names of females, both

native and foreign, ni Alidi, ni Mary ; ni ai, the woman ; it is used

also with doo, thing, and with ai, woman ; ni doo na, she ; it is used

with certain relationship terms : ni tee nau, my mother ; but is

not used with afe or geni, wife, woman. It is not used with

the plural.

Nouns

1. Nouns to which the possessive pronominal suffixes may be added :

these are nouns denoting :

—

(a) Parts of the body, hand, arm, eye, etc. : 'aba, hand, 'abagu,

loij hand.

(6) Position, end, middle, top, bottom: buri, behind, burigu

behind me ; i initoona, in the midst ; Hsilana, its end ; i kamena

hbo, beside the lake ; i fafona, on top of it ; borona, the bottom.

(c) Certain terms of relationship : hadsi, brother, sister, ama.
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father, are never used without the possessive suflSxes. The other

relationship terms employ the personal pronoun to denote possession.

2. Formation of nouns. Nouns which have a special termination

showing them to be nouns substantive are : (a) verbal nouns, and

(6) independent nouns.

(a) Verbal nouns are formed from verbs by the terminations

a, fa, laa, ta, ngaa, ma : mae, to die, maea, sickness, death, mamadaa,

danger, mamaeta, danger, sickness ; kwala, to bear children, kwalafa,

family
; fale, to give, to make presents, faUnga, a wedding feast.

The terminations in ngaa and nva are rare in Lau. Instances are

ogangaa, a debt incurred, oga, ogani, to incur a debt ; maoma, a dance,

Sa'a mao, to dance ; lou to bend, louma, double. The termination lua

is gerundival and denotes the act of doing a thing ; it may be added

to a compound verb to which the object is attached : faamaedarolaa,

the killing of those two people. The termination la has a gerundival

force also, and is not used without the possessive pronominal suffixes

attached : faasifo, to lower, faasifolana furei, the lowering of a net

for the first time.

Compound nouns may be found by the suffixing of a, laa, to the

last member, girigiri lifo, to gnash the teeth, girigiri lifoa, the gnashing

of teeth ; ani, to eat, anilana, eating it, anilanalaa, the eating o'f it

;

Jcwarelanalaa, the cutting of it.

There are certain adjectives to which the noun termination ha
is attached : diena, good, dienalaa, goodness ; baita, big, baitalaa,

bigness ; but these words are probably of verbal formation and not

true adjectives.

(b) Independent nouns.—The usual termination is na, and this is

added (1) to certain relationship terms
; (2) to the cardinal numerals

to form the ordinal.

(1) The nouns so formed are always preceded by the prefix ngwai

which marks reciprocity of relationship, the numeral ro, two, being

prefixed : ro ngwai haasina, two brothers, or, two sisters. The form

teelana, ro ngwai teelana, mother and child, shows this na added to

the termination la ; and haasilaa, haasinaa : ro ngwai haasilaa, two

brothers, ngwai haasinaa, brethren, show laa, or its variant naa,

a dded to a relationship term.

(2) Numerals rua, two, ruana, second. The words for '' third
"

and " eighth ", oula, kwoula (kwaula) show la as a termination and also

show the loss of the letter I. It seems probable that la in these instances

is for na.
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3. Construct form,-—To make a construct form the letter e, a

genitive, is added to the first of two nomis : toloe fera, a hill ; fulii

*abae ngwane, men's handiwork. When the first noun ends in a or o,

ae and oe of the construct forms are contracted to e : dkwale ngwane,^

ten men ; maa, one, a, mae fera, a hamlet ; abolo, piece, abole 'ai,

a log. This e may be added to nao, first, naoe Kfu, the chief

place.

4. Genitive relation.—The genitive relation of nouns one to another

is effected by the use of the prepositions ni, li, i ; ni is used mainly

in construction : fote ni fera, a native paddle ; ngwane ni tolo, a hill

man ; it also expresses purpose and condition : si lifu ni lea inia,

a place for him to go to ; nau gu ate nau ni lea, I do not want to go ;

doo ni moulaa 'ana, a thing to be afraid of. In certain words li replaces

ni : maalimaea, enemy
;
gwau li ngwane, elders. The genitive i

appears in lifoi ii'a, a porpoise tooth
;
geni i Sa'a, a Sa'a woman ;

gwai (gwau i) hao, head of a bonito ; mumudi (mumudu i) doo, scraps

of food ; it combines with so to make si which expresses purpose. The

genitive may be omitted : ngwane tolo, a hill man.

The possessive pronoun 'ana may be used to denote the genitive :

taani ngtvane 'ana tooa nae, some of those people. A genitive relation

is also shown by the use of the suffixed pronoun of the third person

singular in agreement with the idea expressed in the second noim of

the pair : i tolonafera, on the top of the hills. Where the second noun

is followed by the plural article, the pronominal suflSx is generally

in the singular form : gwauna ngwane gi, men's heads.

The ordinary personal pronouns are used as possessive in cases^

where the pronoun can not be suffixed : afe nau, my wife ; aarai nia,

her husband.

The instrumental prefix i occurs, but is not very conmaon : gau,

to hook ; igau, a crook.

5. Plural.—To show plurality gi is used following the noim. I'he

word 'oro, many, may be added immediately after the noun : na

ngwane 'oro gi, many men : a doo ma ote ngwane 'oro nia gi. So-and-so

and all his people. When 'oro is employed ^f may be omitted. The

personal pronoun third person plural, gera, is used as the plural article

with persons : gera toh, the hill people
;
gera a doo. So-and-so and

those with him ; but gera is not used before an adjective as a collective

pronoun like ira, the, in Mota : ngwane ta'a gi, tooa ta'a, bad people, not

gera ta'a. Totality and completion are shown by sui, finished, or sui na

:

igera sui, all of them
;
gera lea sui na, they have gone already. The
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Lau people of Ataa Cove suffix the pronoun third singular and all

persons plural to a noun afvia formed from afu, to complete, in order

to express "totality.": afutana fera, all the country; afutagera,

all of them ; but Sulu Vou says, fera sui, the whole place, and igera

sui, all of them. The numeral kwalu, eight, is used of an indefinite

number : kwalu si doogi, all the things ; kwalu ngwane, eight men,

of a round number.

6. Gender.—There is no grammatical gender. The words ngwane,

male, geni, female, are added when the noun does not carry a sex

distinction.

7. Relationship terms.—^With the exception of haasi, brother,

sister, and doora, elder brother (classificatory), the relationship terms

are not used with the suffixed pronouns, ku, mu, na, etc. The prefix

ngwai denoting reciprocity of relationship may precede, and in speaking

of pairs of relatives ro, two, is added : ro ngwai haasina, two brothers,

etc. Cf. Nouns, 2 (6).

The word for " father " is maka, with maa as vocative : a maka nau,

my father ; oi maa 'ae, oh my father ! is a cry of lamentation. The

article used with tee, mother, is ni : ni tee nau, my mother ; oi tee 'ae,

oh my mother ! a cry of lamentation ; ro ngwai teelana, mother and

child. The word for " child " is ngwela : ngwela a doo. So-and-so's

child ; bare ngwela, children ! Two other words beside haasi are used

to describe the brother-sister relationship, ngwai ngwaena, ngwai

ngwane ; the first portion of these is the reciprocal prefix, ngwai,

and the second word in each case denotes " male ".

8. A word gala, little, which is a noun, is used preceding a noun

to describe something young : gala ngwela, a little child ; this is

used with the construct particle e : gale hoso, a little pig. There is

a use of gele with a similar meaning.

A noun ai is used to denote " woman ''," wife "
: ai nau, my wife

;

ai harii, a maiden ; ai too i hisi, the woman undergoing separation ;

ni ai, the woman.

To express " thing ", " kind ", " sort " a noun ai, ei, is used :

sai ei, the thing which ; too teni ai, some things (out of a number)

;

te ai ni doo, one of a kind ; te doo ai, another kind of thing ; te sai ai,

duty, obligation ;
" person " is aiai.

The words 'ae, e are used with the vocative, the former following,

the latter preceding the noun, and used with personal names : ote

dooragu 'ae, brethren ! e aarai, Sir ! Doo, thing, is used with the

personal articles to express " person "
: a doo. So-and-so (male person)

;
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ni doo, tha woman. Doo may be used as a verb : 'o dooa si doo na,

eat this thing ; doolana, the doing of it.

Pronouns

The pronouns may be classified as {a) those used as the subject

of a verb ; (6) those suffixed to a verb or a preposition as object

;

(c) those suffixed to nouns substantive and denoting possession.

A. Pronouns used as the Subject of a Verb

Singular :

—

1. inau, nau, gu {ku).

2. i'oe, 'oe, 'o.

3. inia, nia, ni, e.

Plural :—

Inclusive : 1. igia, gia, kia ; igolu, golu.

Exclusive : 1. igami, garni, mi ; igamelu, garmlu,

2. igamu, gamu, mu ; igarmlu, garrwlu,

3. igera, gera, ta ; idalu, dalu.

Dual :—

Inclusive : 1. igoro, goro.

Exclusive : 1. igamere, gamere, mere.

2. igamoro, gamoro, gamoroa, moro.

3. idaro, daro, idaroa.

1. All the forms, except gu, 'o, ni, e, mi, mu, ta, are used as

possessive pronouns when the suffixed pronoun cannot be added to

the noun : geni inau, my wife.

The forms with initial i are never used by themselves as the

subject, but are accompanied by one of the shorter forms ] the use

of the two forms together denotes emphasis. The three longer forms

in the singular are of more or less infrequent use except for emphasis.

The initial i of the longer forms is run on to the preceding vowel in

pronunciation.

2. All the forms without initial i are used alone as the subject of

the verb. Where there' are three forms the second and third are

generally used together as subjects : garni mi haitamana, we know it.

The short forms gu (ku), 'o, e, mi, mu, da, ta, may be used alone as

subjects ; 'o haea na, you said it. . The Sulu Vou people tend to

substitute ku for gu. The forms in lu are not used as a trial number,

but denote a more restricted number of persons.
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3. Nia is used as meaning '' there is ", " it is "
: nia langi si nau

Jiata 'ana, it is not that I own it ; it also precedes personal names :

doo nia a Toli, the property of Toli. When the meaning is " there is ",

" it is ", nia is preceded by e : enia nana, that is so ! gele ngwela enia

faida, there was a little child with them : te ngwane enia i beu, there

was only one man in the house.

Ni is used in affirmations : ni diena, that's all right ! it is seen

also in nifai, nifei, what ? where ?

E is generally used of the neuter : e langi, no, not, there is nothing
;

e sui na, it is finished ; e utaa, how is it ? It is also used following

a noun : ida e 'aru, the rain (it) came on.

4. Ta is used as subject instead of nia and gera at the resumption

of a narrative or following a collective noun : too ta haea, those who

say so ; ta bae urii, and said ; it carries a subjunctive force : kesi

diena ta ngalia, it is not right that they should take it ; it is used

with negative and verbal particles : tasi, taka.

5. The pronouns of the third person singular and plural may be

used of impersonal and inanimate things.

B. Pronouns Suffixed to Verbs or to Prepositions as Object

Singular :

—

Plural :-

Dual :—
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nouns have the pronoun suffixed as an anticipatory object in agree-

ment with the noun : faafia si doo nae, concerning (it) that thing.

The verb dori, to wish, may have the pronoun of the object suffixed

when another verb follows : kusi doria lea, I do not want to go. The

pronouns are suffixed to taifili, talifili, alone : taUfilinau, I alone.

The forms in lu are used of a restricted number of persons.

C. Pronouns Suffixed to Nouns or to Verbal Nouns used as Prepositions

Singular :

—

1. gu,

2. mu.

3. na.

Plural :—

Inclusive : 1. gia, golu, ga.

Exclusive : 1. garni, mia, gamelu, melu.

2. gamu, miu gamolu.

3. gera, da, dalu.

Dual :—

Inclusive : 1. goro.

Exclusive : 1. gamere.

2. gamoro.

3. daro.

These are the pronouns denoting possession, and they are

suffixed to a* certain class of nouns only, viz. those which denote names

of parts of the body, or of family relationships. The forms in lu denote

a restriction in the number of the persons concerned.

Several words which are employed as prepositions or pronouns

have these pronouns attached, thus proving that they are nouns :

fua, to^ioT,faleafuagu, give it to me ; sie, to, towards, at the house of
;

e doo siegu, he has arrived at my house. Certain words which show

a noun termination, but which have no independent existence as

nouns, have these pronouns attached : otofana, straight opposite it,

because of it ; oofada, enceinte (plural) ; afutana, all of it. The verb

too, to hit, try, used in many compounds, e.g. Jmma too, to feel with

the hand, takes these suffixed pronouns of the object, as does also

haitama, to know : ku haitamana, I know (it).

Demonstrative Pronouns

These are na, nana, this, these, nae, that, those, logo, loko, that over

there. They are used following a noun or a pronoun : a ngwela na,^
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this person ; i see nana, at this place ; i see nae, at that place ; or they

may be used with the simple meaning of '' this ", " that ". Ne,

that, is used in the speech of Ataa Cove. A pronoun ni is prefixed to

the personal pronouns for emphasis : ni nau, 1, ni nia, he, etc., and

to the interrogatives/ai,/6i, where ? tei, who ? inia nifei, where is it ?

nitei 'ani gamu, whosoever of you. Another ni is suffixed to taa, te,

one : teni too, certain people.

Interrogative Pronouns

The interrogatives are tei, ti, who ? taa, what ? The form ti is used

in Ataa Cove. The personal article makes atei, ati, who ? singular,

with gera atei, gera ati, as plural. The use of the article marks the

words as nouns. Tei stands for the name of the person, and atei

means '' What is the name ? " atei ngwane, what person ? doo atei,

whose thing ? The demonstrative pronouns na, nae, may be added for

emphasis : atei nae, who is it then ? The adverb ba may be added

for emphasis : atei ba, who is it ? There is no indefinite use of atei.

The article si may be used with taa : si taa, what thing ? si taa na,

what is it ? taa si taa, (one) what thing ? Taa may follow the noun :

si doo taa, what sort of thing ? The adyeihfai,fei, where ? may be

used with ni prefixed as an interrogative pronoun as stated

above.

Indefinite Pronouns

Nitei is used as an indefinite pronoun : nitei ha haea, whosoever

says. The uses of taa, te, as indefinites have been dealt with under
" Articles ". These two words are used as signifying '' any, some,

other, another ". The noun ai {ei) denotes " another " ; see

" Nouns " 8.

Relative Pronouns

There are no relative pronouns ; their place is supplied in two ways :

1. By the use of the suffixed pronoun and the demonstratives na,

nae : inia na ku bae keherofana, this is he of whom I spoke.

2. By the use of a coordinate clause : igami na tooa gera rikigera

na, we are they whom they saw.

Singular :

—

Possessive

1. 'agu, 'agu'a.

2. 'amu, 'amu'a,

3. 'ana, nana.
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Adjectives

1. The adjective follows the noun. Words which are qualifying

terms may be used in the form of verbs, but some of these may be

used without verbal particles and following the qualified word :

mwane haita, a big man ; ngwela to'ou, a little child.

2. Certain words have a form of termination or of prefix which

is used only of adjectives.

(a) Adjectival terminations are : 'a, la ; these are attached to

nouns substantive and to verbs : rodo, night, rorodo'a, belonging to

darkness ; haulafi, evening, i haulafi'a, in the evening ; hulu, to be

black, huhuWa, black ; 'ae, source, 'aela, rooted ; hobu, to be well

filled out, kobukobula, fat.

(b) Adjectival prefixes are 'a, ma, lata ; these are all prefixed to

verbs. The prefixing of 'a forms a participle : luha, to loose, 'aluka,

loosened ; bulo, to turn, 'abulo, reversed ; mabuhbulo, reversed ; dila,

to be slippery, m/imadila, slippery ; tatabuhbulo, head over heels.

3. Comparison.—^Degrees of comparison are shown by the use of

adverbs, or by a simple positive statement. The words used are

tasa, beyond, in excess ; asia, very, too much. The possessive is

used with tasa: boso nia baita tasa 'ana gwoua, a pig is bigger than

a rat
;
gera 'oro tasa 'agami, they are more numerous than we are

;

nia baita asia, it is too large. A positive statement carries comparison

by implication : doo nae nia baita, that one is the biggest ; doo na

nia diena, doo na nia ta'a na, this one is good, that one is bad.

Verbs

Words may be used as verbs by prefixing the verbal particles, but

some words are naturally verbs as being the names of actions and

not of things. There are also verbs which have special forms as such

by means of a prefix or a termination.

1. The verbal particles are ha, ho, he. The particles are written

apart from the verb, but in speech the first two are joined to the

governing pronouns of the first and second persons singular, gu (hu), 'o.

Ka is used both of present and of future time, the illative fi may
be added : nia hafi bae urii, then said (says) he

;
gamelu ha 'ania si taa,

what are we to eat ? lelea ha rodo, go till nightfall ; m^lu rao ha dani

ha dani, we worked till right up to daylight ; the subject need not be

stated : gera too aroaro ha sui, when they were quiet ; ha may be

used in negative sentences with the addition of si, not ; hasi bobola,

it is not fitting ; hasi lifu ha ore, without any omission.
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Ko is used only witli the personal pronoun second person singular 'o,

and may express either present or future time ; the illative j^ may be

added. It is probable that ko is not an independent form, but that

the a of ka has been assimilated to the o of the pronoun with which

it is used, ha thus becoming ko.

Ke is used only with
fi,

illative, and si, negative ; it generally

denotes a future : si doo na kefi dao mai, then will this thing come

to pass ; te baea kesifunu, no word shall fail ; nia e langi kesi doria,

he will not wish it ; kesi diena ta ngalia, it is not right for them to

take it.

2. Time and Moods.—The use of a subjunctive is formed by

eeri, in order that : liona eeri ka rikia, his desire was to see him. A
gerundive is formed by the addition of the sujBGx la to the verb with

the suffixing of the pronouns of the object : haungilana, the killing

of him.

Conditional particles are so, si, aso, ata, boro, bjroe. So denotes

" if, haply, supposing that, about to, likely to "
; so ni'oe taari, if it

really is you ; so ni nau, so ni gera, whether it be I or they ; ma ka

garangia si manga a Herod so ka faatainia, when it came to the time

when Herod was about to show him.

Si denotes " if, as if, supposing, about to ". It is used as an

optative, or as denoting intention: -si ka lofo i halo, as if it were

going up to the sky : e langi taa doo si ka too haufini, there is nothing

that can be secret ; si 'ana nmuria, si 'ana m^aea, whether in life or

death. Si appears to be compounded of so and i, the genitive denoting

purpose ; but si in Mota is used much as si is in Lau.

Aso begins a sentence and denotes possibility or probability ; it

also g:ives indirectness as meaning " haply, it may be that, supposing ".

Ata begins a sentence and introduces a doubt or a warning ; ata

ka uta, it may rain ; ata ka ta'a, lest it be spoilt.

Boro denotes '' haply, is it that ? " It may open or close the

sentence. It is also used following aso. Boroz has a similar meaning.

The illative is ji which denotes " thereupon, then, in that casC;

just now, for the first time ". It is joined on to the verbal particle

or to the governing pronoun used either with or without a verbal

particle : ta kafi urii, thereupon they said ; 'ofi haea, you are to say.

There is no word in Lau corresponding to the English use of

" that " in declaratory sentences, and a coordinate sentence must be

employed ; in Sa'a uri is employed in this connotation, as si is in Mota.

Na is used following the verb to form a preterite : nia m^te na,
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he is dead ; e lea na 'ana, he has gone. Finality is shown by the use

of sui, finished : nia kefi dao sui na, when he shall have arrived
;

sui na, sui taa, '' thereupoji, then," begin a sentence.

For the imperative the simple verb is used : 'o lea, 'o lea 'amu,

lea 'amu, lea, go away ! 'o lea lau, 'o totoo lau, you go, you stay !

fasi may be added for politeness : lea fasi 'amu'a, you go !

3. Negative Particles.—The foregoing particles are not used by

themselves in negative sentences, but require the addition of si :

mi kasi adasia, we did not see it. Si is used by itself as a negative :

misi haea na, we did not say so. Langi is the ordinary negative used

in denial. With the pronoun e it is used in negative sentences : e langi

nau hu lea, I am not going. It may combine with si : nia langi si

haitamana, he does not know ; e langi kusi lea, I am not going : 'oe

'o langi 'osi doria, you will not like it. The dehortative and the

negative imperative is si : 'osi lea, do not go ! 'oe 'osi luia, do not

forbid it ! The genitives ni, i,^ are used to express purpose.

4. Suffixes to Verbs.—There are certain terminations which, when

added to intransitive verbs, i.e. to verbs to which the pronoun of the

object cannot be sufl&xed, make them definitely transitive or determine

their action upon some object. These sufl&xes are of two forms :

—

{a) The vowel i by itself, or a consonant with i : fi, li, mi, ngi,

ri, si. Examples are : manata, manatai ; tau, taufi ; mxie, maeli ;

ano, anomi ; hau, haungi ; sihe, siheri ; ada, adasi.

(b) The termination ai is sufl&xed to nouns to convert them into

verbs transitive : hato, sun, hatoai, to shine on, of the sun. When ai

is sufl&xed to verbs the syllable ni may be added, and to this form

aini the consonants /, m, ng, t, are prefixed ; oli, to return, olifaini,

to return with ; aala, to answer, aalamaini, to consent ; hau, to become,

haungaini, to make ; liu, to travel about ; liuteini, to carry an

article about. The forms in ai are also used intransitively. The forms

lai, tai, added to certain verbs carry a participial meaning ; ma^,

tai, ngai, are used as transitive sufl&xes without the addition of ni.

In pronunciation, the a of ai is frequently turned into e when i or u

follow, but do not precede.

With either class of sufl&xes there is no difference between one sufl&x

and another, except that faini denotes '^ accompanying ", and may
be connected with the preposition /a^, '^ with."

^Ani is used as a transitive sufl&x : ui, to throw, ui'ani, to throw

away ; taba, to strike, taba'ani, to destroy. This may be the preposi-

tion 'ani,
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5. Prefixes to Verbs.—These are causative and reciprocal. The

causative is faa : it may be prefixed to almost any word, and it may
be used with words which have a transitive suffix. The use oi faa

frequently obviates the addition of a transitive suffix and of itself

makes verbs transitive.

The reciprocal prefix is kimi. The addition of kwai may cause an

enlargement of the action of the verb by including the subject. The

adding of a transitive sufiix to the compound verb with kimi does not

necessarily cause it to be transitive, and the object of such verbs, used

intransitively, is supplied by the possessive pronoun. The illative, fi,

marks repetition or continuance as well as restoration ; in these

cases it is followed by the adverb lau, again, with go added. *

6. Passive.—The passive is expressed by the impersonal use of

the personal pronoun third person gera, ta, with the verb and the

adverb na, already : gera taufiu na, they have washed it, i.e. it has

been washed. The word haetana, it is said, is used as a passive :

doo haetana, the thing which has been said.

The vowel a is suffixed to certain verbs to form a passive : as^,

to throw, asia, much, excessive ; hua, to inaugurate, huaa, used for

the first time ; kwaa, to rise, of the heavenly bodies, dani e kwaasia,

it is daybreak.

7. Auxiliary verbs—alu, " to put," is used as meaning '' to be,

to become "
; hau, " to make," with the possessive 'ana, means '' to

become, to turn into ".

8. Reflexive verb.—^A noun form tala, " of one's own accord, by

one's self," is used with i following the verb to denote reflexive action,

the pronoun being suffixed : nia haungia i talana, he killed himself.

Tala may be used preceding the verb.

9. Reduplication of verb : verbs are reduplicated in two ways
;

(a) by reduplication of the first syllable : liu, liliu ; bae, babae
;

(b) by

repetition of the whole word : gwou, gmougwou. There is no difference

in meaning between the various forms beyond an intensification of

meaning. In the case of verbs which normally should show a " break ",

e.g. too, to stay (Sa'a to'o), the first vowel of the reduplicated form

is short : totoo.

Adverbs

There are pure adverbs in Lau, but many words used as adverbs

are truly nouns, while others are verbs.

1. Adverbs of place.—mai, here, hither ; loko, there ; kou, away;
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i see, i see na, i see nana, here, in this place ; i see nae, there, in that

place ; alaa, i alaa, up, east, south ; lau, north ; hali, side, i hali,

on the side of, on the other side, hali na, on this side, hali loko, on that

(other) side ; ifai, ifei, where ? ita mai ifei, whence ? tau (a verb), far

off ; i langi, up ; i ano, down ; sai(hai) gano, on the ground.

The adverb mai, here, '' place where," is also used with the

locative i to denote " place at "
: o siu mai i kafo, have you been

bathing in the river ? nau too mai i tola, I have been in (come from)

the hills ; ma^ uq mai inao, from of old ; si initooa mai i hah, the

kingdom of heaven.

2. Adverbs of time.—kada, kada na, when ; si kada, si manga,

kade m/inga, the time when ; angita, i angita, when ? si kada utaa,

what time ? when ? inao mai, from of old : Hsingana na, henceforth
;

alua fasi, wait a while, presently ; uuri, just now ; lau, lau go, again
;

oli, back, afresh ; ^^ na, already ; itu, yet, still, still left ; langi ua,

not yet ; tia go i vhongi, in the early morning
; firi, always, for ever

;

too firi, everlasting ; tefou, once for all, finally, " one time "
; too ha

tau, for ever ; suli dani, suli danifiri, daily ; tara, tara'ena, to-day

;

ubongi, ubongi'a, in the morning ; haulafi, hauhfi'a, in the evening ;

i TO, i rogi, yesterday ; i ro gi, formerly ; maedani ifafo, two days ago ;

i bobongi, to-morrow
; (ijfuhe, the third day on ; (i)fafoni, the fourth

day on
; (i)fookao, the fifth day on ; tara'ena loo rodo, to-night, last

night ; aliali, lakwalakwa, lakwahkwaa, quick, quickly ; mmLsia, while.

" When " may be expressed by the use of the verbs ha, hha, to go,

totoo, (i)totoo, to be ; ha also denotes " if " : ha ka baita, if it were a

big one.

3. Adverbs of manner.—ilingia, like, as, as if, as it were ; two other

words mah, ahfana, belonging to the language of the hill peoples,

are sometimes used ; urii, thus, as it were ; used of reported speech ;

urinae, thus ; urinana, like ; uria, just as if, like ; uria si taa, like

what ? litaa, e utaa, how ? ; asia, asiasia, completely, too much ;

saurmhb (Ataa Cove), granted that
; faWete, rrmmaMo'oni, merely,

only ; tefou, together, at one time, once for all ; afui (Ataa Cove)

,

altogether ; boro, boroe,mone, 'oto, bota na, introduce a note of indefinite-

ness or of doubt or of qualification
; fetei, taari, haply, are used in

explanations ; ba gives force to the narrative, and also makes the

diction less abrupt
; fasi marks a polite request or conveys an aorist

force to the verb
;
go qualifies the preceding word and also conveys

an idea of limitation : inau go a^u'a, I for my part ; too go 'ana, it is

still there
;
go follows hm, " again, also "

: irmu hu go, I too ; tasa,
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tasa 'ana, too much ; the use of the verbal particle with tasa : ka

tasa 'ana, it is too much, shows tasa to be a verb.

Prepositions

1. Simple Prepositions

Locative i. Dative fua,fu.

Motion to uri, suli, isuli. Instrumental 'ana, 'ani.

Motion iiomfaasi, ita. Eelation 'ana, 'ani,fai, sie.

Causation faufi. sia, usi, lao, U.

Position fonosi, suusi. Genitive ni, i ; e.

The locative is seen in ifai, ifei, where ? it is also largely used with

adverbs of place and time, and it precedes every place name. With

the exception of the locative, the instrumental, the genitive, and also

'ana, ita, and fu, all the foregoing prepositions are used with a sufiixed

pronoun, and those printed with a hyphen are never used without

such pronouns ; ita is followed by the possessive 'ana : ita mai 'ana,

from it, from thence. Fonosi, against, opposed to, is used in Ataa

Cove. Uri denotes "towards, for the purpose of" : lea uria, go and get

it ; rao uri, to work at a thing ; uri 'agu, towards me ; uria, for the

purpose of ; uria taa, wherefore. Suli, isuli, denote " motion after,

motion over "
: sulia maedani 'oro, during many days. Faasi denotes

" motion from "
; ita is used of " place whence "

: ita mai ifei,

whence ? ita na mai inao, from of old. Faafi means " about, concerning,

because of "
: faxifia si taa, about what ? Suusi denotes " on behalf

of, protecting, opposing "
: hdbae suusi, to accuse ; take suusi, to

withstand. Fonosi means " against, to meet." Fu, to, appears in

fu ifera nia, to his village
; funitei, to whomsoever

;
/mj generally has

the pronoun suffixed as the object.

Of the two instrumental prefixes 'ana, 'ani, which denote " there-

with, thereby ", 'ana is used by itself alone, or else is followed by an

article before the governed noun ; 'ani is generally followed by a

pronoun : 'ania, therewith ; doo 'ani nau, a thing for me to do
;

'ani taa, with what ? and not ania taa. 'Ana also denotes " concerning,

from, of, by, time when "
: te ngwane 'ana tooa nae, a man of that

people ; 'o ngalia 'ana atei, from whom did you get it ? soea 'ana

hatana, call him by his name. 'Ani denotes " concerning, with, of,

in "
: te ngwane 'ani mahu kwakwaoa, a man in white clothing

;

ngwane 'ani gamu, a man of your company ; 'ani may be followed

by a pronoim denoting the object.
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Fai means " with. "
: fainau, witli me ; ni may be added : fainia,

with, it, moreover, and.

Sie, sia, is a noun and is never used without a suffixed pronoun.

Its meaning is " at, at the house of, to, towards ". By the ordinary

Melanesian idiom '* place at " is used of '' motion towards "
:

siegamelu, at our house ; siena ere, at the fire ; ha mai siegu, come

here to me
;
faatainia siena, show it to him

;
gani siena, ask him for

it. The locative i may precede ; the form sia is used as well as sie.

Usi means " over, on behalf of, protecting ". Lao, la, denote " in,

inside "
; the pronoun of the object may be suffixed to lao.

The genitives ni, i, have been dealt with under nouns ; i is the

genitive in most general use ; both of them are used to express purpose,

and ni denotes *' for, belonging to "
: gera mou ni oli, they feared to

return ; ote nia ni rosuli, he will not obey.

2. Compound Prepositions

These are nouns which are used with the locative ; the pronoun

may be suffixed as the actual object, or as an anticipatory object when

the actual object follows : ifafo, above, i fara, beneath, i lao, i lah,

within, inside, in ; suu i lao, the Mara Masike channel. Certain verbs

are used as prepositions : maasi, to await, maasia, while
;

garangi,

to be near, garangia, near, close to.

Conjunctions

Copulative ma. Disjunctive langi, langi taa, nm
Adversative taa, ma taa, rrva. langi, ma ha langi.

Connective sui, sui na, sui taa. Conditional 'ana, so, si, aso, ata,

horo, boroe.

Illative
fi.

The copulative nm is used following the noun in summaries :

ii'a ma, munu ma, fish and what not, birds and what not. Taa is

probably the numeral taa, one. Ma langi, mu lea langi, or not, are used

at the end of the sentence. A mark of quotation is urii. " Neither-

nor " is expressed by a negative followed by mu. " Until " is dao 'ana,

lea ha dao.

Numerals

The numerical system is decimal. All numbers over the ten

are expressed in tens.
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1. Cardinals

1. eta, taa, te, ti, ata. 6. e ono.

2. e rua, ro, ru. 7. efiu.

3. e olu. 8. e kwalu.

4. efai. 9. e sihwa.

5. e lima. 10. e tangafulu, akwala.

In numbers other than eta, one, the initial e is omitted in quick

counting. The article na is used with all the numbers except eta

and tangafulu. In composition " one " is taa or te, " two " is ro\

taa, te, also denote '^ a ", '' only "
; ti is used in Ataa Cove. Eua is

reduplicated into rurua. Kwalu, eight, is used of an indefinite number,

or to express totality. Tangafulu is the " tenth " of a series ; akwala

is used for " ten " denoting a unit : akwala fono na, s> full ten. To

express the units above ten mana may be employed : akwala manafai,

fourteen. In general practice mana is omitted : akwale (akwala e)

doo fai fe doo, ten things four things, fourteen. A number short of

ten is sarenga : ii'a sarenga, fish short of ten ; akwala mM ka sarenga,

ten and some over.

A '* hundred " is tangahu, e tangalau ; the construct form tangah

is only used of fish ; for a himdred of everjrthing else the methathetic

form talenge is used : talenge ngwane, a hundred men ; talenge si doo,

a hundred things. The sum above the hundred may be expressed

by muna, but in practice mana is generally omitted : tangalau fai

aqalafai, one hundred and forty-four. " Thousand " is tooni, tuuni :

tooni si doo, a thousand things. " Ten thousand " is m^la : molai

kai, a thousand yams ; mole ah, a thousand taros ;
" hundred

thousand " is kudu : kudu i ah, 100,000 taros ; kudufe niu, 100,000

coconuts ; kudi {kudu i) doo, countless numbers of things.

Special words are used for the tens of certain objects : finita with

the genitive e is used of '' ten " of taros or yams : fiii^ite ah ; kobi is

" ten " of shell-moneys : kohii mahfo, ten shell-moneys ; lilio, te

lilio, is " ten " of bread-fruit ; iluilu, ten kauve, pandanus mats
;

sinola is " ten " of garfish, and is also used for a " thousand " of

areca nuts. Fulu, a part of tangafulu, ten, with the genitive i, and

with taa, one, prefixed, is used of shell-moneys with ten strings

:

taafuli 'ae, a shell-money consisting of ten strings ; tadfuli lifo, ten

porpoise teeth ; taafuli doo, ten things ; ro sikwa taa fulu, ten,

in an unusual system of counting ; ada is " ten " of coconuts

:

ade niu.
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2. Ordinals

The cardinals with a noun ending na (la) form ordinals :

—

First, etana. Fourth, /aina. Seventh, ^t/na.

Second, ruana. Fifth, limana. Eighth, kwauh, hwoula.

Third, oula. Sixth, onona. Ninth, sihwana.

The ordinals precede the noun : ruana ngwane, the second man
;

the article na may precede. The ordinals are used to express the

number of times : ruana lau nia ha kou, he went away the second

time. Ruana also means " friend, fellow ", and is used with the

possessive : na ruana 'agera, their fellows.

'' Tenth " is tangafulu 'ana. '' One hundred and twenty-first
"

is rendered tangalau, ro akwala mana etana, or, eta is employed instead

of mana etana.

The forms oula, kwaula (kwoula) probably show la used instead

of na, and with a dropping of the I of olu, kwalu. '' How many " is

Jita, efita ; efita is used with the noun termination na : efitana, what

number is it ?

Multiplicatives

The article fe is used to form multiplicatives : te fe doo, once ;

rofe doo, twice ; tefe lealaa, one journey ; haasigu ka fita fe ade taalaa

fuagu, how often shall my brother harm me ? The causative /aa does

not make multiplicatives.

Exclamations

lu, iuka, assent ; uaa, verily, is used at the end of a speech by the

listeners to signify assent or approval ; aia, well then ! ne, is it so,

is used in questions ; 'ae is used after the names of persons addressed :

ngwela 'ae, you ! (boy, or girl, or adult person) ; e precedes personal

names in address ; e aarai, sir ; oi denotes reproof or regret ; oi

maa ae, alas, father ! oi tee 'ae, alas, mother ! are cries of lamentation
;

ku is added to the names of persons who are summoned ; a denotes

''don't !
" " mind !

" ai calls attention ; e, ee, denote disapproval

;

ea is equivalent to " is that so !
" used after a statement ; eeri denotes

"*' that's the way !
" and is used as an encouragement.


